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Ph: 2496 1617, Fax:2496 1919

BANQUET HALL - TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PAYMENT
Multipurpose hall rental changes the charges are to be paid 100%in advance at the 
time of booking.

Food and beverage charges to be paid 100% advance at the time of booking. If 
additional guests are expected over and above the minimum guaranteed number 
an additional 10% is to be included

Cheque payment to be made in favour of “Yekediar farms Pvt.Ltd”

CANCELLATION
Multipurpose hall

     a. cancellation made less than 10 days - NIL Refund

     b. cancellation made 15 days before - 50% Refund

     c. cancellation made 30 days before - 25% Refund

     d. cancellation made prior to 30 days - 100% Refund

Food and beverage

    a. cancellations made less than 24 hours - NIL Refund

    b. cancellations made less than 72 hours - 60% Refund

    c. cancellations made prior to 72 hours - 100% Refund

FORCE MEJURE

It is expressly declared that the company shall not be liable for failure to deliver due or  
attributable to breach, non performance or delay in performance obligation under any 
act of God, orders, ordinances, restrictions or regulations of the Government of 
Central or State, War, warlike conditions, hostilities, riots, civil, commotions, strikes, 
lockouts, labour trouble, lack of failure of source of supplies of raw materials, labour 
or power or fuel shortage, breakdown or repair or accidents in the course of  
preparation, non availability of transports or any other cause or circumstances of 
whatsoever nature beyond the control of the company.

DAMAGES
You are requested to ensure careful usage of the hall and all facilities. Any damages 
to the same will be claimed from you

CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IS 
STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
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